Every Summer Program Has a Story to Tell

Click on The Pictures to View

Through the use of video diaries, Summer Matters Sacramento Mini-grantees showcase high-quality summer programming as aligned to the Comprehensive Assessment of Summer Programs (CASP).

**Native Voices**

A participatory media project impacting 25-30 urban, rural, and Native American youth through training and resources by utilizing digital tools to produce video reporting about their experiences. Additionally, the use of Native voices can document the importance of healing significant cultural trauma and in so doing, the Native voices included learners of Native learning projects with deep cultural knowledge.

CASP Domain: Integrated

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fJLZc0QdCQ&feature=context-cha

**Riverbank Project A.C.T.I.O.N.**

Project Summer A.C.T.I.O.N provides students and families access to enrichment and academic opportunities through the use of digital tools to produce short media pieces identifying issues in their community. Additionally, the lives of Native elders are documented to highlight their significant contribution to culture, community, and tribe/country. Furthermore, the Native Voices included learners of Native learning projects with deep cultural knowledge.

CASP Domain: Integrated

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2cF5WkTUNv0&feature=plcp

**Sacramento R.E.A.D.S.**

Sacramento R.E.A.D.S. introduces and administers the San Diego Quick Assessment tool for local community partners implementing summer learning programs. Through the use of the San Diego Quick Assessment, Sacramento R.E.A.D.S. provides baseline information about student literacy achievement, areas of further growth, and informs ongoing collaboration which among community partners. Sacramento R.E.A.D.S. goal is to provide community support and edge professional opportunities for improving early childhood literacy in Sacramento.

CASP Domain: Unique Program Culture

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8C ZXw7JfDeq&feature=plcp

**The Learn Project/Healthy Kids**

Innovative social rehabilitation program focused on high-level national building communities, one action. Life planning, identity and self-identifying at-risk, incarcerated youth develop positive social, emotional, and educational opportunities in the Sacramento area.

CASP Domain: Purpose

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzISr6-2r3c&feature=plcp

**Our World Culture Center/Earth Mama Healing**

Lead game and life skill summer program that focuses on youth’s growth and change teaching them self-esteem and life skills. Additionally, academic achievement, positive social interaction with peers, and decreasing risky behaviors.

CASP Domain: Purpose

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8C ZXw7JfDeq&feature=plcp

To Access All of the Summer Matter’s Sacramento Videos, Check Out Our YouTube Page!

http://www.youtube.com/user/0C3Z79mMvkg2D7777KJ?feature=mhee

To Learn More About The Comprehensive Assessment of Summer Programs (CASP) and Domains Click Here:

http://www.summerlearning.org/?page=quality_assessment
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To View All of The Summer Matter’s Sacramento Videos, Click On The YouTube Page!
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J60vJE8_078&feature=context-cha

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZvhwFUpFLVsc&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUkCeXoEuKg&feature=context-cha

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8pv0rV2yo&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TRtc-l73Sr4&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B1CtW9BT2kY&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gu4VCAm2Jwg&feature=context-cha
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Always Knocking Inc.
Making a Change

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzISr6-2r3c&feature=plcp
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzISr6-2r3c&feature=plcp

Sacramento Matters Riverbank Project provides culturally relevant nutrition education, summer meals, and for enrichment activities for youth during the summer months.

CASP Domain: Unique Program Culture

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8B3cWrlYi7J&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K4fyXjv6Fj4&feature=plcp

Project Stand Together

A youth-led field project exploring bullying and safety issues affecting youth and advocates for solutions through the use of media and civic engagement. Project Stand Together’s goal is to create a more safe and inclusive environment through the use of media campaigns. Project Stand Together’s goal is to create a more safe and inclusive environment.